NOTICE for PhD selection winners who have a qualification issued by a foreign entity
Please note that the University of Naples Parthenope has signed an agreement with CIMEA, the
official Italian center of the ENIC/NARIC network, in order to be supported in the evaluation
procedures of foreign titles for academic purposes, in line with the Lisbon Convention and Law
148/2002.
To this end, it is represented that the winners of PhD selection, who have a qualification issued by
a foreign entity, may choose, for the purpose of completing their enrollment in PhD courses,
whether to produce the Declaration of Value of their qualification at the Embassy or alternatively
use the services offered by CIMEA for the issuance of the Certificate of Comparability and / or
Verification.
CIMEA has activated a service dedicated to candidates for the courses of study at the University of
Naples "Parthenope" who are in possession of a foreign qualification recognizable in Italy, through
the creation of a special page on the Diploma platform which students can access by creating their
own account at the link:
https://cimea.diplo-me.eu/parthenope/#/auth/login
in order to request Certificates of Comparability and / or Certificates of Verification of foreign
qualifications. Through their personal accounts, candidates will be able to contact CIMEA experts
directly using the free "Information Request" service or request the Certificates directly, having all
the information on methods, costs and timing available in the "Services" section of the portal.
In particular, this means that CIMEA is committed to issuing:
- the Certificate of Comparability, referred to the single foreign qualification, within 15 (fifteen)
working days from the date of completion of the requested documentation, at a total cost of
150.00 Euro (VAT included), taking into account and subject to the "Terms and Conditions" signed
by each applicant for the completion of each service;
- the Certificate of Verification, referred to the individual foreign qualification, within 15 (fifteen)
working days from the date of completion of the required documentation, at a total cost of 65.00
Euro (VAT included), taking into account and subject to the "Terms and Conditions" signed by each
applicant for the completion of each service.

